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1 Introduction

This paper presents an analysis of the Finnish translative case -ksi and the essive case       -na, with particular focus on their distribution in resultative and depictive predications. These cases are traditionally grouped with the class of Finnish semantic cases because they are associated with specific meanings (Holmberg and Nikanne 1993a), as opposed to the structural cases, nominative, genitive, accusative, and partitive (for works on Finnish structural case, see, among others, the papers in Holmberg and Nikanne 1993b). The translative is often glossed as ‘change of state’, and the essive gets the gloss ‘as’. The problem is that the translative case is also found in contexts that express states with no overt change. The challenge is to come up with an analysis of the translative and essive cases that captures the full extent of their distributions, which include their canonical uses (see section 1.1), as well as these less-expected cases (see section 1.2). A crucial aspect of the analysis proposed in this paper is the identification of event structure as being relevant for the assignment of case. The internal structure of eventualities plays a central role in accounting for the choice of translative/essive case. 


1.1 Canonical uses of the essive and translative cases

The essive predicate occurs with state verbs. As shown in (1) and (2), an essive predicate describes a state that is located at a time depicted by the tense operator on the main verb, or for the duration of the state as specified by a temporal phrase (e.g. ‘three weeks’, in (2)). 

	Toini	on	sairaa-na. The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: 

n - nominative; a - accusative;  p - partitive; g - genitive; ess - essive; tra - translative; ine - inessive; ela - elative; ill - illative; ade - adessive; abl - ablative; all - allative; abe - abessive; pl - plural; 1s - first person singular; 3s - third person singular; Px1s - first person singular possessive; past - past tense; cond - conditional; pass - impersonal passive; pp - participle.
	

	      Toini.n	be.3s	ill-ess
	      ‘Toini is ill.’

	Toini	oli		sairaa-na	kolme		viikko-a.

	      Toini.n	be-past.3s	ill-ess		three		week-p
	      ‘Toini was ill for three weeks.’

In depictive constructions, the essive case occurs on the predicate that expresses an attribute holding for the duration of the event/state denoted by the verb. The examples in (3) show the attribute being predicated of the Object (i.e. Object-oriented depictive), and the examples in (4) show the attribute being predicated of the Subject (i.e. Subject-oriented depictive).

	a. 	Elefantti	sö-i		maapähkinä-t	suolattom-i-na.

    	elephant.n	eat-past.3s	peanut-pl.a	unsalted-pl-ess
   	‘A/The elephant ate the peanuts unsalted.’

	      b. 	Mei-llä		ol-isi 		sauna 		lämpimä-nä.
we-ade		be-cond	sauna		warm-ess
‘We have the sauna warm.’	(Vähämäki 1994)

	a. 	Hän	kuol-i		vanha-na. 

    	S/he	die-past.3s	old-ess
   	‘S/he died old.’	(Penttilä 1963)

      b.	Rakennus	palo-i		vakuuttamattoma-na. This sentence has another reading,  ‘The house burned down because it was uninsured’ (Satu Manninen, p.c.), which seems to be more salient if the essive predicate occurs in initial position: Vakuuttamattomana rakennus paloi ‘Because it was uninsured, the building burned down.’
 
    	building.n	burn-past.3s	uninsured-ess
    	‘The building burned down uninsured.’	(Penttilä 1963)

The translative case occurs with verbs of change of state, and is suffixed to the predicate that denotes the outcome of the change: 

	Toini	tul-i			sairaa-ksi.

Toini.n	become-past.3s	ill-tra
‘Toini became ill.’

	Hän	muuttu-i		(touka-sta)	perhose-ksi.

s/he	change-past.3s		caterpillar-ela	butterfly-tra
‘S/he changed (from a caterpillar) into a butterfly.’

	Serkku-ni		valmistu-i		opettaja-ksi. 

cousin-Px1s	graduate-past.3s	teacher-tra
‘My cousin graduated to become a teacher.’ (Vähämäki 1994)

The translative case also occurs with causative change of state verbs, where it is suffixed to the predicate depicting the result state. 

	Taikuri		muutt-i			perhose-n	touka-ksi. 

magician.n		change-past.3s		butterfly-a	caterpillar-tra 
‘The magician changed a/the butterfly into a caterpillar.’

	Taikuri		muutt-i			elefanti-n 	pienemmä-ksi.

magician.n		change-past.3s		elephant-a	small-tra 
‘The magician made (lit. ‘changed’) a/the elephant small.’ 

In resultative constructions, the translative occurs on the resultative predicate:

	Ravist-i-n		mato-n		puhtaa-ksi.

shake-past-1s	carpet-a	clean-tra
‘I shook a/the carpet clean.’

	Maanviljelijä	ampu-i		ketu-n	kuoliaa-ksi.

farmer.n		shoot-past.3s	fox-a	dead-tra
‘A/The farmer shot a/the fox dead.’ 

Tuli	poltt-i		talo-n		tuhka-ksi.	
fire.n	burn-past.3s	house-a	ashes-tra
‘Fire burnt the house to ashes.’	(adapted from Penttilä 1963)


1.2 Two puzzles in secondary predication

As Halliday (1967) observes, resultative and depictive predications are attributive constructions. These two types of secondary predication contribute different semantic interpretations to event structure.  The resultative element is an attribute which results from the process depicted by the verb, while the depictive element is ‘an attribute which characterizes the attribuant in relation to the process, but as a concomitant, not a result, of the process’ (Halliday 1967:63). Rapoport (1993) points out, however, that in English their identical surface structures give rise to ambiguity. In examples such as  \* MERGEFORMAT (13) below, not only is a resultative reading possible, but two depictive readings are available as well – an Object-oriented reading, and with a little stretch of the imagination, a Subject-Oriented reading. 

	a.	She cooked the fish dry.	(Green 1973)

b.	I boiled the lobsters sick. 	(Rapoport 1993)

In Finnish, on the other hand, the resultative/depictive ambiguity seems not to arise. The secondary predicates take translative case marking in resultative predication, and essive case marking in depictive predication, as shown in  \* MERGEFORMAT (14) and  \* MERGEFORMAT (15) below.  

	a.	Sointu		paisto-i		kala-n		kuiva-ksi.	

Sointu.n	fry-past.3s	fish-a		dry-tra
‘Sointu fried a/the fish dry.’	[Resultative]

      b.	Sointu		paisto-i		kala-n		kuiva-na.	
Sointu.n	fry-past.3s	fish-a		dry-ess
‘Sointu fried a/the fish dry.’	[Depictive]

	Elefantti	sö-i		maapähkinä-t	suolattom-i-na / *suolattom-i-ksi.

elephant.n	eat-past.3s	peanut-pl	unsalted-pl-ess	  unsalted-pl-tra
‘A/The elephant ate the peanuts unsalted.’	[Depictive]

It is tempting to assume that the case morphemes -ksi and -na overtly signal the meaning differences between resultative and depictive constructions, respectively; in other words, that Finnish morphosyntax provides a perspicuous form-meaning relation for such constructions.  Indeed, the essive case is traditionally described as expressing ‘a (temporary) state or function, sometimes circumstances, conditions, or causes’, while the translative case is described as expressing ‘a state, property, function or position into which something/ someone enters, or the end point of a movement or change’ (Karlsson 1987:111-112). 

Based on the distribution patterns above, one might propose that the translative case encodes a meaning of change, overtly signaling how the adjectival predicate compositionally derives the change of state interpretation in resultative constructions. If change of state in (14a) is informally represented as  \* MERGEFORMAT (16) below, where the morphemes contributing elements of meaning are linked to the relevant portion of the event representation, then the translative morpheme contributes the become meaning in the resultative construction. 

	[[x act y]       cause	[y become	state]]

 
‘fry’    			  tra-	  	‘dry’

Things are more complex, however. One puzzling fact is that a translative predicate can occur with verbs like jättää ‘leave’, where instead of encoding the result of a change of state, it encodes the state that is being maintained:

	Jät-i-n		työ-n		keskeneräise-ksi. 

leave-past-1s	work-a		unfinished-tra	
‘I left the work unfinished.’	(Penttilä 1963)

	Lasi	oli		tyhjä.	Jäti-n		lasi-n	tyhjä-ksi.

glass.n	be-past.3s	empty	leave-past.1s	glass-a	empty-tra
‘The glass was empty. I left it empty.’

In addition, translative predicates also occur with verbs that do not denote change, such as jäädä ‘remain’. 

	Toukka		jä-i			touka-ksi. 

	      caterpillar.n	remain-past.3s		caterpillar-tra	
	      ‘A/The caterpillar remained a caterpillar.’

	The data in (17) –  \* MERGEFORMAT (19) bring into question whether the meanings of the translative and essive cases are as straightforward as their traditional glosses make them out to be. (17) –  \* MERGEFORMAT (19) suggest that the translative should not be associated with a become meaning, since a become meaning conflicts with these contexts where no change takes place. How do we reconcile the meaning of the translative as denoting the end point of a movement or a change with its occurrence in contexts that do not denote a change of state?  

There is another puzzle concerning the proper interpretation of the translative case. Finnish resultative predicates can co-occur with path phrases, as shown in  \* MERGEFORMAT (20) below. 

	Metsästäjä	ampu-i 	karhu-n	metsä-än	kuoliaa-ksi.

hunter.n	shoot-past.3s	bear-a		forest-ill	dead-tra
‘A/The hunter shot a/the bear dead, and the bear remained in the forest after the shooting (lit. A/The hunter shot the bear dead into the forest.)’

Now, it has been noted that resultatives in English cannot co-occur with path phrases (Goldberg 1991, Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1992, 1995, Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1995, Tenny 1994): 

	a. *Sam tickled Chris silly off her chair. (Goldberg 1991)

	      b. *The hunter shot the bear dead into the forest. 

Constraints against the co-occurrence of resultative and path predicates in English have been proposed by Goldberg (1991) and Tenny (1994), among others. More generally, these constraints fall under the rubric of what Bresnan (1982) has termed a biuniqueness condition on functional assignments, or the finiteness of predicate argument structures. Because every predicate argument must be assigned a unique grammatical function, the biuniqueness condition rules out sentences like (21a), where the adjectival and locative predicates are both interpreted as the resultative complement in the predicate argument structure of tickle. The Finnish example in (20) is an apparent counterexample to such a restriction. If the translative is assumed to contribute the become meaning, then its co-occurrence with directional locative cases (e.g. the illative) that apparently give change of location readings would suggest a difference in the argument structure of Finnish versus English in secondary predication. This requires an explanation. 


1.3 The structure of the paper

In the discussion to follow, I will first show in section 2 that Finnish resultatives and Object-oriented depictives are structurally similar, and there is no obvious way to predict the choice of translative versus essive case structurally. In section 3, I pursue the idea that the case selection is semantically driven. I propose that event structure, as determined by the predicate-argument structure, is the key to understanding the assignment of translative versus essive cases. This will be the solution to the puzzle of the translative case occurring in contexts that do not denote change. In section 4, I show that the solution also applies to the directional locative predications in Finnish, thus providing an explanation for the puzzling co-occurrence of resultative and path predicates. Section 5 concludes the paper. 


2 The structure of resultatives and depictives 

This section demonstrates that Finnish resultatives and Object-oriented depictives are structurally similar, and there is no obvious way to predict the choice of translative versus essive case structurally. In section 2.1, I will consider the standard constituency tests that have been used to show the similar constituent structure of depictives and resultatives in English. In section 2.2, I apply similar tests for the equivalent constructions in Finnish. 


2.1 English

In this section, I present Rothstein’s (1985) tree structures that represent resultatives, Subject- and Object-oriented depictives in different configurations, and consider the syntactic tests that have been used to argue against such structural representations. Rothstein (1985) posits different syntactic structures for the resultative, Subject-oriented depictive, and the Object-oriented depictive, as illustrated in (22) – (24), respectively. 

	Resultative (e.g., Calvin nailed every window shut.)


		S

	NP		VP

		V	NP	AP


	Subject-oriented depictive (e.g., The saxophonist performed the piece drunk.)


		           S

	NP	          VP		AP

		V		NP


	Object-oriented depictive (e.g., The student sold the book used.)


			S

	  NP			VP

			 VP		AP

		V		NP

There are however problems with such a structural account of the differences between these constructions. Andrews (1982) shows that both Subject-oriented depictives and resultatives have the verb, Object NP, and the secondary predicate together as a unit, using constituency tests such as VP-preposing (25), though movement (26), and Wh-clefting of VP (27). Subject-oriented depictive (S-dep) and resultative (Res) pairs are given in the examples below.

	a. Little John said he would eat the meat singing, and eat the meat singing he did.  [S-dep]

b. Little John said he would roast the meat black, and roast the meat black he did. [Res]

	a. Eat the meat singing though Little John did, nobody thought he was crazy. b. Roast the meat black though Little John did, nobody thought he was crazy. 


	a. What Little John did was eat the meat singing. 

b. What Little John did was roast the meat black.

These tests show that both Subject-oriented depictive and resultative predicates form a constituent with the verb and its Object NP, and thus Rothstein’s structure for the Subject-oriented depictive in (23) cannot be correct. 

Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) provide additional VP constituency tests such as do so-substitution (see also Green 1973) and VP-preposing (this time treating the verb and the Object NP as a constituent, independent of the secondary predicate) to show that resultative phrases are attached at the same bar-level as subcategorized PPs, with a structure corresponding to  \* MERGEFORMAT (22). The data in (28) and (29) are from Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995). 

	a. *Jason put the book on the table, and Bill did so on the floor. [Subcat-PP]

b. *Bill fastened the shutters open, and May did so shut. [Res]
c. *The joggers ran the pavement thin, and the runners did so smooth. [Res]

	a. *Jason said he would put the book on the table, and put the book he did on the table.

b. *Bill said that he would fasten the shutters open, and fasten them he did open. 
	      c. *The joggers thought that they would run the pavement thin, and run the 
      pavement they did thin. 

Compare the behavior of depictives predicated of the Subject NP (examples from Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995):
 
	a. Jason wiped the table tired [or better: dead tired] and May did so wide awake.  


b. Jason said that he would even wipe the table tired, and wipe the table he did      
      tired. 

(30) shows that do so-substitution and VP-preposing works for Subject-oriented depictives, which is a different result from the resultative (Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995). Notice that while the tests in (25) – (27) group Subject-oriented depictives with resultatives, (30) shows that they are not exactly the same: Andrews’ (1982) tests in (25) – (27) indicate that at a higher level, the verb, Object NP, and the Subject-oriented depictive predicate form a single constituent, but (30) shows that the verb and Object NP form a closer unit at a lower level. So we can conclude that the structure in (23) for Subject-oriented depictives should be rejected, and a more plausible structure is that in (24).
 
On the basis of (28) –  \* MERGEFORMAT (30), Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995:49) claim that the observed difference between the resultatives in (28) and (29) and the depictives in (30) suggests that ‘the state denoted by the resultative [phrase] is part of the core eventuality described in the VP’, just like subcategorized PPs. However, (31) shows that Object-oriented depictives behave like resultatives, and differently from their Subject-oriented counterparts: 

	a. *Fred ate the meat raw, but I did so cooked. (Simpson 1983) 

	      b. *The trainer ate the peanuts salted and the elephants did so unsalted.
	      c. *The apprentice thought he should serve the gazpacho lukewarm, and serve		      the gazpacho he did lukewarm.

When depictives are predicated of the Object NP as in (31), do so-substitution and VP-preposing of the verb and Object NP produce the same effects as for resultatives (cf. (28) and (29)): the sentences are unacceptable. The parallel behavior of resultatives and Object-oriented depictives suggests that Object-oriented depictives must also have the structure in  \* MERGEFORMAT (22), and cannot be represented as (24). 


2.2 Finnish

	Similar tests in Finnish show the same patterns. An example of the Finnish equivalent of the do so-substitution test is given in  \* MERGEFORMAT (32). In one of her arguments against configurationality in Finnish, Vilkuna (1989) notes that the ‘do so’ construction in Finnish ‘is used in more restricted circumstances than the English do (among other things, it prefers to substitute genuine activities).’ (Vilkuna 1989: 26) Nonetheless, Vilkuna acknowledges that the ‘do so’ test, being of the form ‘V+complement’, can replace V+complement sequences. I use this test to show that both resultatives and object-oriented depictives have similar V+complement sequences. I remain agnostic as to whether this particular test is sufficient evidence for the status of Finnish as a configurational language (for views contrary to Vilkuna’s, see Vainikka 1989). 
 Here, the verb and the Object NP are treated as a unit, independent of the adjunct.  

	Sointu	kiillott-i	hope-i-ta 	keittiö-ssä	ja	niin	teki 

Sointu.n	polish-past.3s	silver-pl-p	kitchen-ine	and	so	did 

	      Vieno-kin		olohuonee-ssa. 
	      Vieno.n-also	lounge-ine 
      ‘Sointu polished silver in the kitchen, and Vieno did so in the lounge.’

 \* MERGEFORMAT (33) shows that Subject-oriented depictives can be separated from the verb and Object NP, just as in English: 

	Sointu	siivos-i		talo-n		väsynee-nä	ja	niin	teki 

	      Sointu.n	clean-past.3s	house.a	tired-ess	and	so	did

      Vieno-kin		virkeä-nä. 
      	      Vieno.n-also 	wide.awake-ess
      ‘Sointu cleaned the house tired and Vieno did so wide awake.’

The data in (34) below show that subcategorized locatives, resultatives, and Object-oriented depictives give the same (bad) results in the substitution test:

	a. *Sointu		heitt-i		pallo-n	kori-in		ja	niin	teki 

	     	Sointu.n	throw-past.3s	ball-a	basket-ill	and 	so	did

Vieno-kin	laatikko-on. 
Vieno.n-also	box-ill
‘Sointu threw a/the ball into a/the basket, and Vieno did so into a/the box.’

       b. 	*Sointu	pyyhk-i	pöydä-n	puhtaa-ksi	ja	niin 
      	 Sointu.n	wipe-past.3s	table-a		clean-tra	and 	so 

teki	Vieno-kin	kuiva-ksi. 
did	Vieno.n-also	dry-tra 
‘Sointu wiped a/the table clean and Vieno did so dry.’

       c. *Kouluttaja	sö-i		maapähkinä-t	suolattu-i-na	ja	niin
	      	trainer.n	eat-past.3s	peanuts-pl	salted-pl-ess	and	so

teki	elefantti-kin		suolattom-i-na.
did	elephant.n-also	unsalted-pl-ess
‘The trainer ate the peanuts salted and the elephant did so unsalted.’

The Finnish do-so substitution test shows that resultatives and Object-oriented depictives pattern alike in syntactic groupings. While the validity of this substitution test in indicating configurationality (in the sense of Hale 1983) remains controversial in Finnish (see Vilkuna 1989 and Vainikka 1989), at least this test fails to indicate any structural difference between the translative/essive case positions in resultatives and Object-oriented depictives. As we will see in the following section, a semantic account of case selection is a more plausible alternative. 




3 Event structure and the distribution of translative and essive cases

In section 1.1 above, I listed some canonical uses of the essive and translative cases, and in section 1.2, I pointed out the puzzling occurrence of the translative in contexts that do not denote change, such as with verbs like jäädä ‘remain’. In this section, I argue that the choice between essive and translative case depends on the internal structure of the events, as determined by the lexical semantics of the verb, and predicate-argument structure. 


3.1 State verbs and the choice of translative/essive predicates

An interesting contrast between the translative and essive cases emerges with a pair of verbs that appear to have similar meanings, but different presuppositions. 

	Kivi	jä-i			vanha-ksi-poja-ksi/	*vanha-na-poika-na.

Kivi.n	remain-past.3s		old-tra-boy-tra		  old-ess-boy-ess
‘Kivi remained a bachelor.’

	Kivi	pysy-i		vanha-na-poika-na/	*vanha-ksi-poja-ksi. 

Kivi.n	stay-past.3s	old-ess-boy-ess	  old-tra-boy-tra
‘Kivi stayed a bachelor.’

The verb jäädä, glossed as ‘remain’, takes a translative predicate, while the verb pysyä, glossed as ‘stay’, takes essive.  \* MERGEFORMAT (35) conveys the implication that Kivi would rather have married. That is, Kivi’s current state of bachelorhood is asserted, and his hope or expectation to change from a bachelor to a non-bachelor is implied.  \* MERGEFORMAT (36), on the other hand, has no such implication.
 
To understand better the difference between the two verbs, consider the contrast between  \* MERGEFORMAT (37) and  \* MERGEFORMAT (38) below. 

	Neva-n	suu	jä-i		Täyssinä-n 	rauha-ssa 	venäläis-i-lle. 

Neva-g	mouth	remain-past.3s	Täyssinä-g	treaty-ine	Russian-pl-all
(i) ‘In the treaty of Täyssinä, the mouth of the Neva remained in the possession of the Russians.’ (There was no change of hands.)
(ii) ‘In the treaty of Täyssinä, the mouth of the Neva went to the Russians.’ (The mouth of the Neva changed hands.)

	Neva-n	suu	pysy-i		Täyssinä-n 	rauha-ssa 	venäläis-i-llä. 

Neva-g	mouth	stay-past.3s	Täyssinä-g	treaty-ine	Russian-pl-ade
‘In the treaty of Täyssinä, the mouth of the Neva stayed in the possession of the Russians.’ (There was no change of hands.)

The verb jäädä is compatible with two different scenarios. One scenario could be that another country tried to capture the mouth of the Neva from the Russians, but did not succeed. In that situation, one could use  \* MERGEFORMAT (37) with reading (i). In this reading, as in  \* MERGEFORMAT (35), an expected state of affairs that is different from the present one is implied. In other words, a change of hands was expected to happen by some reference time t, but at t, it had not yet happened. Informally, this can be illustrated as  \* MERGEFORMAT (39) below, where the arrow pointing rightward is the time axis, P is the asserted state (i.e., the mouth of the Neva is in the Russians’ possession), not-P the negation of that state, and t the time at which the state holds.  Information about the time after t is assumed to be indeterminate (hence the dotted line), since it is unnecessary for the interpretation of the sentence that the state needs to extend beyond t. 

	‘jäädä P’ under reading (i) of  \* MERGEFORMAT (37)


a. Asserted state of affairs (‘The mouth of the Neva is in the Russians’ possession at t’): 

         t         


P			


a. Implied state of affairs (‘The mouth of the Neva is no longer in the Russians’ possession by time t’):

					         t


P			not-P


A second and very different type of scenario for  \* MERGEFORMAT (37) could be that the Russians did not have claims on the River Neva before the treaty, and after the treaty, they did (reading (ii)). Intriguingly, jäädä is compatible with this change of hands interpretation as well. In this reading, a change preceding the asserted state is implied. This can be represented as  \* MERGEFORMAT (40) below. 


	‘jäädä P’ under reading (ii) of  \* MERGEFORMAT (37)


a. Asserted state of affairs (‘The mouth of the Neva is in the Russians’ possession at t’): 

         t         


P			

a. Implied state of affairs (‘The mouth of the Neva changed hands by time t’):


					         t


not-P			P


That jäädä can be used in both these scenarios shows that it asserts a state P, and in addition, implies a change. The change is either from P to not-P, or from not-P to P: note the ordering of P<not-P in (39b), and not-P<P in (40b). 

I propose that the proper analysis of the verb jäädä ‘remain’ must look beyond the state P it asserts, to include also an opposing/alternative state not-P. The verb introduces an interval that must include P and not-P, with their ordering unspecified: I treat this as the presupposition triggered by jäädä. This treatment of jäädä is inspired by Löbner’s (1987, 1989) analysis of the presupposition triggered by still and the German particles noch ‘still’ and nicht mehr ‘no more’. Löbner claims that such particles introduce a certain perspective from which to view the truth conditions of a state P that is modified by such particles. For example, when modified by noch, the state P (e.g. ‘on’ in Das Licht ist noch an ‘The light is still on’) is viewed in relation to an alternative state not-P (‘not on’) within an interval that contains at most one change from P to not-P (Löbner 1989). But in the case of jäädä, the verb presents an additional twist: it does not specify the ordering of P and not-P; the ordering is determined by context. For example, (39) depicts a context where the change from P to not-P has not yet happened at the time P is asserted, hence the ordering P<not-P. In (40), the change has already happened before the time t, and the ordering is not-P<P. 

	Consider the negation of jäädä, as shown in  \* MERGEFORMAT (41).

	Neva-n	suu	ei	jää-nyt 		venäläis-i-lle. 

Neva-g	mouth	not	remain-past.pp		Russian-pl-all
	     (i) ‘The mouth of the Neva did not remain in the possession of the Russians.’ 
	     (ii) ‘The mouth of the Neva did not go to the Russians.’ 

Again, two different scenarios are supported by  \* MERGEFORMAT (41). One scenario could be that the Russians lost their claim on the Neva (reading (i)). That is, the mouth of the Neva first belonged to the Russians at a time before time t, and at t, the Neva no longer belonged to the Russians. This reading, where the mouth of the Neva changed hands, can be considered the negation of  \* MERGEFORMAT (37) under reading (i), which says that there was no change of hands. Note that the implication of a change (see (39b)) does not disappear under the negation of  \* MERGEFORMAT (37). This supports the proposed analysis of jäädä as triggering a presupposition of change. 

A different type of scenario for  \* MERGEFORMAT (41) could be that the Russians had expected to get the mouth of the Neva, but did not – the Neva did not change hands. This reading can be considered as a condition under which the reading ‘there was a change of hands’ ( \* MERGEFORMAT (37) reading (ii)) is false. Once again, notice that the implication triggered by jäädä in this context (see (40b)) does not disappear under negation. This is consistent with the proposed interpretation of jäädä as asserting a state and presupposing a change. In this context, the assertion is that the Neva was not in the Russians’ possession at a time t, and the implication is that a different state of affairs – a change of hands in the Russians’ favor – was expected to have happened by time t. 

With pysyä, however, the sentence in  \* MERGEFORMAT (38), repeated here, is compatible with neither a change of hands, nor an expected change reading. The verb pysyä only asserts a state. It does not presuppose an interval containing opposing states, unlike jäädä. 

 \* MERGEFORMAT (38)      Neva-n	suu	pysy-i		Täyssinä-n 	rauha-ssa 	venäläis-i-llä. 
                  Neva-g	mouth	stay-past.3s	Täyssinä-g	treaty-ine	Russian-pl-ade
‘In the treaty of Täyssinä, the mouth of the Neva stayed in the possession of the Russians.’ (There was no change of hands.)

That this treatment of jäädä and pysyä is on the right track is confirmed by further examples below.  First, consider  \* MERGEFORMAT (42): 

	Työ	jä-i/		*pysy-i	tekemä-ttä. 

work	remain-past.3s	  stay-past.3s	do-inf-abe
‘The work remained undone.’

In a context where one expects a piece of work to be completed by a certain time t, and it is still not done at time t, only jäädä can be used at time t to describe this state of affairs. In (43), only jäädä can be used to mean a failure to be promoted to a higher grade or class: 

	Vieno	jä-i			luoka-lle/	#pysy-i	luoka-lla.

Vieno	remain-past.3s		class-all	  stay-past.3s	class-ade 
‘Vieno was left on the class (i.e. Vieno was not promoted to the next grade).’

Again, there is no change asserted, but the implication is that Vieno ought to have been promoted to the next grade, but failed. Pysyä ‘stay’ is felicitous in a context where staying on the same grade is a positive thing (Satu Manninen, p.c.). This supports the idea that only jäädä can be used with the implication that Vieno ought to have been promoted – that is, being left in the same grade is a negative thing. In cases like  \* MERGEFORMAT (42) and  \* MERGEFORMAT (43), we find jäädä in contexts where a change that is expected to happen has not yet happened. 

Consider now a very different type of context. The verb jäädä can be used to describe both the state of widowhood and bachelorhood:   

	Kuningatar		jä-i			leske-ksi.

      queen.n		remain-past.3s		widow-tra
‘The queen was widowed.’

	Kivi	jä-i			vanha-ksi-poja-ksi.

Kivi.n	remain-past.3s		old-tra-boy-tra
‘Kivi remained a bachelor.’

Widowhood is a state one does not start with, but may enter into. It is the opposite of bachelorhood, which is a state one starts with, and may get out of. It is our world knowledge about the difference between widowhood and bachelorhood that gives jäädä the ‘become’ interpretation in  \* MERGEFORMAT (44) (the ordering of not-P before P), while  \* MERGEFORMAT (45), on the other hand, implies that Kivi would rather have married (the ordering of P before not-P). 

In representing the meaning of sentences containing jäädä, I adopt a neo-Davidsonian analysis, and assume that all predicates take an extra event argument. Using  \* MERGEFORMAT (45) as the prototypical example, consider ‘Kivi remained a bachelor’ under the regular durative interpretation of the predicate jäädä. In temporal semantics, it is assumed that eventualities are grouped into aspectually different types. For this paper, we just need to assume a contrast between states versus events (non-states). It is also assumed that there exists a procedure that yields either a state or an event variable for every (untensed) sentence. 
In order to deal with tense in natural language, we have to locate events in time. To do so, we need a domain T of times, which are points on the time axis, and a precedence relation  that leads to a total order of T. I adopt de Swart’s (1996) function AT, which is a function that maps eventualities on to their location on the time axis, also called the ‘run time’ of the eventuality (Krifka 1989). An eventuality e holding at a time t is represented as AT(e, t). As I will deal with only past tense sentences here, the past tense introduces the condition t  n, leading to the interpretation that the event holds at a time t which precedes the speech time n (‘now’). (Extending this to present and future tense operators should be straightforward: the present tense introduces the condition n  t and future tense (treated as non-past) introduces the condition n < t.) 
 

	 ‘Kivi remained a bachelor.’

a. λs [Remain(Kivi, bachelor, s)  t AT(s, t)]

b. st [Remain(Kivi, bachelor, s)  AT(s, t)  t  n]

The untensed sentence introduces a set of states in (46a). Combining this with the past tense operator we get the formula in (46b), which claims that one such state is located at a time t preceding the utterance time n. Besides expressing a state obtaining at time t, we have to take into account the presupposition introduced by jäädä when it takes P as its state predicate. The presupposition of the verb must be specified as a part of the verb’s lexical entry. For concreteness, the presupposition and truth conditions for jäädä are given in construction with a constant c, a state predicate P, and the time variable t (see  \* MERGEFORMAT (47)).



	a. ‘c jäädä P at time t’ triggers the presupposition that there is a phase P starting before t, and that up to t exactly one change between P and not-P has occurred. 


b. ‘c jäädä P at time t’ is true iff the presupposition in (a) is fulfilled, and P is true at t.

c.  ‘c jäädä P at time t’ is false iff the presupposition in (a) is fulfilled, and P is false at t.

The analysis of jäädä ‘remain’ can be extended to the morphologically related jättää ‘leave’ that takes secondary predicates, as in  \* MERGEFORMAT (48). 

	Jät-i-n		työ-n		keskeneräise-ksi. 	 

leave-past-1s	work-a		unfinished-tra	  
‘I left the work unfinished.’	

 \* MERGEFORMAT (48) can be uttered when one expects a piece of work to be completed by time t, and it is still not done at time t. (49a) shows the asserted state of affairs, and (49b) the presupposition of change introduced by the verb jättää.


	a. Asserted state of affairs (‘The work is unfinished’):


			         t         


unfinished			

b. Implied state of affairs: 

					         t


unfinished	   	    finished



Crucially, in this treatment of jäädä ‘remain’ and jättää ‘leave’, no change of state is asserted. The change is only implied. The presupposition of change must be part of the lexical semantics of these verbs. 





3.2 Event structure and the selection of translative/essive case

The translative case occurs in apparently disparate contexts. On the one hand, it occurs in constructions involving overt change (see examples  \* MERGEFORMAT (5) –  \* MERGEFORMAT (12) in section 1.1). On the other hand, it occurs with the verbs jäädä ‘remain’ and jättää ‘leave’, which have the semantic properties of asserting a state and presupposing a change. These two contexts reveal the true nature of the translative case morpheme. 

Constructions involving change of state have an event structure that comprises two phases – a prior state of affairs, and a resulting state. I term these event structures as diphasic (Fong 1997).  A sentence like  \* MERGEFORMAT (5) (repeated here as  \* MERGEFORMAT (50)) is an event (a non-state). 

	Toini	tul-i			sairaa-ksi.

Toini.n	become-past.3s	ill-tra
‘Toini became ill.’

‘Toini became ill’ involves a state when Toini was not ill followed by a second state when Toini was ill. According to Kamp and Reyle (1993), only when an event’s duration comes to a natural conclusion can the event be reported in the simple past tense. Such perfective sentences are therefore different from durative state sentences involving jäädä analysed above. In writing the formula for  \* MERGEFORMAT (50), then, the event of becoming ill is located by the tense to a time before ‘now’ (see  \* MERGEFORMAT (51)). 

	‘Toini became ill.’

et [Become(Toini, ill, e)  AT(e, t)  t  n]

The truth conditions for ‘c become P at t’ are given below in  \* MERGEFORMAT (52). 

	‘c become P at t’ is true iff there is an interval in which exactly one change between  not-P and P has occurred, and  P is true at t; else false. 


Similarly, in constructions involving causative change of state I distinguish causative change of state verbs from causative verbs that are stative. The latter class of verbs is attested in Malayalam (Mohanan and Mohanan 1999; see also Fong 1999) and Finnish (Pylkkänen 2000). While stative causatives require a richer internal structure for states than is commonly assumed (see the authors above for details), the event structure is not diphasic in the sense that they do not comprise a prior state of affairs and a resulting state. For example, the Malayalam example in (i) denotes a state; it does not involve any action that is ‘performed’ by Nina’s eyes, and Nina in no way undergoes a change because of her eyes. 

(i) 	niinayuTe	kannukaL	awaLe	sundariyaakkunnu.	
	Nina.g		eyes.n		she.a	beautiful-one-be-caus-present
	‘Nina’s eyes make her beautiful.’	(Mohanan and Mohanan 1999)  
(Upper case letters in the Malayalam data indicate retroflex segments.) 

Similarly, in Finnish, morphologically causative psych predicates such as inhotta ‘disgust’ and suretta ‘cause to be sad’ are aspectually stative (Pylkkänen 2000), and thus do not involve any change from a prior state to a result state: 

(ii)	Hyttyset	inho-tta-vat			Mikko-a. 
	mosquitoes.n	find.disgusting-caus-3pl	Mikko-p
	‘Mosquitoes disgust Mikko.’	(Pylkkänen 2000)
 and in resultative constructions, an entity undergoes a change of state, whether or not the prior state is overtly expressed, so the same type of diphasic event structure applies. 

We have also seen that jäädä and jättää carry with them a presupposed change of state. That is, the event structure for jäädä/jättää constructions is also diphasic, although this diphasic structure is not asserted, but only implied, unlike those in examples  \* MERGEFORMAT (5) –  \* MERGEFORMAT (12). However, the implied diphasic structure is also part of the lexical semantics of the verbs. 

What all the constructions in  \* MERGEFORMAT (5) –  \* MERGEFORMAT (12), and the constructions with jäädä and jättää have in common is that they have diphasic event structures, whether the diphasic event structure is determined by the verb and its arguments In resultative constructions, it is recognized that the resultative phrase interacts with the verb and its internal argument to derive the accomplishment event structure. But views differ on the exact nature of the interaction. Tenny (1992) describes the direct internal argument as being ‘forced’ by the presence of a resultative predicate into being understood as undergoing a change that delimits the event. Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) maintain that resultative phrases are not licensed by the lexical representation of the verb, and its addition must be licensed and integrated into the semantic representation of the sentence. Given a limited ontological typology of eventuality types, the XP denoting a state that follows an activity verb can only be interpreted as the result state of an accomplishment event. Verkuyl (1993), on the other hand, argues that the verb and the secondary predicate form a complex predicate (see also Neeleman and Weerman 1993), and together, this complex predicate assigns a theta role to the object NP to give the appropriate aspectual composition for terminative aspect.  
 (what Verkuyl (1988) terms ‘inner aspect’), or by the lexical semantics of the verb. I therefore make the following proposal: The translative case morpheme only occurs in events that have or presuppose diphasic structures. The conditions governing the distribution of the translative case are given as follows: 
 
	a. The translative case occurs only in events with diphasic structures involving P and not-P. 

b. The translative case occurs on the predicate P holding at the time defined   by the tense of the main verbal predicate. 

In  \* MERGEFORMAT (53), the exact ordering of phases in the diphasic structure is left unspecified. The ordering of phases could be not-P<P or P<not-P (where P denotes the state predicate taking translative case), depending on the event structure as determined by the verb and its arguments. In events where the change is asserted, the ordering of phases has to be not-P<P, since the result predicate denotes the state holding after the change. In the case of the verb jäädä, where the change is implied, not asserted, we have assumed that context plays an important role in determining the possible readings for those types of sentences; the ordering of phases is determined by context and world knowledge.

The notion of a diphasic event structure is crucial in determining the translative/essive distribution in secondary predicates. We have already noted that the result predicate in resultatives holds in the second of two phases in the event structure. The translative case requires diphasic event structures, and is predicted to occur on the result predicate. In depictive constructions, the secondary predicate P denotes a state that is concomitant with the ‘unfolding’ of the event, and is not contrasted with an opposing state not-P within the same event. Therefore, the translative case is correctly predicted to be incompatible with depictive predicates. 

In contrast to the translative case, the essive does not require a diphasic event structure to license it. As we have seen, the essive case occurs with depictive secondary predicates. Note that essive predicates can occur in diphasic event structures, but only if the essive predicate denotes a state that holds for the entire event:

	Toini	tul-i			vanha-na	hajamielise-ksi.

Toini	become-past.3s	old-ess		absent.minded-tra
‘Toini became absent-minded when she was old.’

Thus, a condition like the one in (53a) does not apply to the essive. All we need to state about the essive case is this: 

	The essive case occurs on the predicate P holding at the time defined by the tense of the main verbal predicate. 


Finally, we are able to explain why the translative case is incompatible with pysyä ‘stay’, and only the essive case is possible. Pysyä does not possess any presupposition about the existence of an opposing/alternative state; in other words, it neither asserts nor presupposes a diphasic event structure. As such, the verb does not satisfy the conditions in  \* MERGEFORMAT (53) to license the translative case. 


3.3 Summary

The notion of a diphasic event structure is crucial in determining the translative/essive distribution in secondary predicates. I have proposed that the translative case occurs only in events that comprise two phases (hence diphasic structures). The essive case does not have such a requirement. In other words, the difference between the translative and the essive cases is the requirement of a diphasic event structure. In this view, then, the essive case is unmarked, while the translative is marked. 


4 Resultative and Path predicates

I have argued that the translative case is licensed by event structures that are diphasic. Notice that diphasic structures are characteristic of resultative predications, which comprise a causing activity and a resultant change of state (Dowty 1979, Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995, Parsons 1990, Pustejovsky 1991, 1995, Van Valin 1993). Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1999) have argued that bare XP resultatives like The pot boiled dry have no causing event (see also Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). Even without a causing event, the nature of bare XP resultatives is still diphasic, because of the change of state interpretation. In all these cases, the predicate bearing translative case depicts the final state of the entity that undergoes the change of state. 

	In this section, I discuss one particular result that the diphasic analysis of the translative in resultative constructions derives. The focus of the discussion is the apparent difference in the argument structures of English and Finnish in secondary predication. 


4.1 The Unique Path constraint

	An interesting observation about resultatives in English is that path phrases cannot co-occur with resultative predicates (Goldberg 1991, Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1992, 1995, Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1995, Tenny 1994):

	a. *Sam tickled Chris silly off her chair. (Goldberg 1991)

	      b. *The hunter shot the bear dead into the forest.

In (56), the directional phrases occurring with the verbs tickle and shoot give a caused motion reading. In (56a), the intended interpretation is that tickling causes Chris to become silly and to fall off the chair, and in (56b), the shooting causes the bear to become dead, and propels or forces the bear into the forest. 

Various types of constraints on the co-occurrence of resultative and directional locative predicates have been posited for English.  They are all based on the perceived semantic contributions of the directional locative and resultative predicates to event structure. According to Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1995), Accomplishments and Achievements specify an achieved state (see  \* MERGEFORMAT (57) below), and the Accomplishment semantic template associated with resultative constructions cannot be augmented further to include another achieved state or location.

	a. [x become state] 			(Achievement)


      b. [[x act] cause [y become state]]	(Accomplishment)

In addition, Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1995) note that verbs which are inherently Achievements (e.g., arrive) or Accomplishments (e.g., break) also do not allow further template augmentation, as the sentences in  \* MERGEFORMAT (58)  (from Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1995) show.

	a. *The travellers arrived disheveled. Note that this example is fine on a depictive reading. 

                (Intended reading: The arrival caused the travellers to be dishevelled.)

      b. *Kelly broke the dishes off the table.
     (Intended reading: Kelly broke the dishes and as a result they went off the
       table.) 

In Goldberg 1991, resultatives are seen as coding a metaphorical change of location. Goldberg proposes a ‘Unique Path’ constraint that applies to literal and metaphorical paths: ‘If an argument X refers to a physical object, then more than one distinct path cannot be predicated of X within a single clause’ (Goldberg 1991:368). The Unique Path constraint rules out the co-occurrence of resultatives with directional phrases, since in Goldberg’s account, both the resultative and the directional preposition introduce their own distinct paths.

In a similar vein, Tenny (1994:79) posits a ‘Single Delimiting Constraint’, where ‘the event described by the verb may only have one measuring-out and be delimited only once.’ By ‘measuring-out’, Tenny means ‘the role played by the argument in marking the temporal terminus of the event’, and ‘delimitedness’ refers to ‘the property of an event’s having a distinct, definite and inherent endpoint in time.’ Given that resultative predicates and directional locatives can delimit the event denoted by a verb, they cannot both occur given this constraint.

What the above observations show is that given one event denoted by one verb, there are only a finite number of predicate-argument positions that can saturate the event template. For the discussion below, I will assume Goldberg’s Unique Path constraint as a descriptive device, although it seems that the restriction on the co-occurrence of resultatives and directional phrases may be part of a larger phenomenon.
 In other empirical domains, the factors determining the polyadicity of argument structures have been attributed to the biuniqueness condition on functional assignments or the finiteness of predicate argument structures (Bresnan 1982). The various phenomena include:
(i) No more than one instrumental phrase with a single verb:  
*John escaped from prison with dynamite with a machine gun. (Bresnan 1982) 
	
(ii) No more than one by-phrase in the passive:
*She was admired by him by the President. (Bresnan 1982)

(iii) No more than one distinct source-goal path: 
*John ran to Bill into the palace. (Gruber 1965) 
 


4.2 The Unique Path constraint in Finnish

The Unique Path constraint appears to hold in Finnish as well.  Observe the examples in (59). 

	a. Joulupukki	men-i		savupiipu-sta 	ulos.

	          Santa Claus.n	go-past.3s 	chimney-ela	out
          ‘Santa Claus went out of a/the chimney.’

	      b. Joulupukki	men-i		ylös	savupiipu-sta.  
          Santa Claus.n	go-past.3s	up 	chimney-ela 
          ‘Santa Claus went up a/the chimney.’

	     c. * Joulupukki	men-i		ylös	savupiipu-sta	ulos. 
           Santa Claus.n	go-past.3s	up	chimney-ela 	out
           ‘Santa Claus went up out of a/the chimney.’

(59a) and (59b) show that a single path, either going down or up the chimney, is possible.  However, when the two paths occur in the same event (denoted by one verb), the Unique Path constraint rules out (59c). A second example is given in  \* MERGEFORMAT (60). (60c) shows that directional locatives and resultatives cannot co-occur.

	a.	Vieno		potkais-i	matkalauku-n	ulos	talo-sta. 

          	Vieno.n	kick-past.3s	suitcase-a	out	house-ela
         	‘Vieno kicked a/the suitcase out of the house.’

      b. 	Vieno		potkais-i	matkalauku-n	auki.
    	Vieno.n	kick-past.3s	suitcase-a 	open 
    	‘Vieno kicked a/the suitcase open.’

      c. 	*Vieno		potkais-i	matkalauku-n	ulos	talo-sta		auki. 
      	Vieno.n	kick-past.3s	suitcase-a	out	house-ela	open
	      	‘Vieno kicked a/the suitcase out of the house open.’

Kim and Maling (1997) also assume that such a constraint holds in cases where the resultative is predicated of an external argument of the matrix verb. The example in  \* MERGEFORMAT (61) below (adapted from Kim and Maling 1997) shows that the Object of the matrix verb is marked with the partitive case, giving an atelic reading to the activity subevent. In  \* MERGEFORMAT (62) when the Object of the matrix verb is bounded, giving a telic reading, the addition of a further result state is unacceptable.  

	Katso-i-n		video-i-ta	silmä-ni	punais-i-ksi.

	      watch-past-1s	video-pl-p	eye-Px1s.a	red-pl-tra
	      ‘I watched videos until my eyes became red (lit. I watched videos my eyes 
       red.).’ 

	*Katso-i-n		kymmenen	video-ta	silmä-ni	punais-i-ksi.

	        watch-past-1s	ten.a		video-p	eye-Px1s.a	red-pl-tra
	        ‘I watched ten videos until my eyes became red.’ 

We can actually entertain two possible explanations for the unacceptability of  \* MERGEFORMAT (62). One, a syntactic explanation, would be that there is a prohibition against having two accusative case markers in Finnish. This is interpretable as an instance of the Case-OCP, a constraint that prohibits the same case from being assigned to adjacent elements (Mohanan 1994). In Finnish, Case-OCP emerges in at least one syntactic context: in part-whole constructions, the constraint prohibits the same case from being assigned to both the head of an NP and its NP sister: *[Ncaseα [NPcaseα]]np (Anttila and Fong to appear).    
 In fact, Finnish has no double accusative verbs (Maling 1993). However, according to Maling (1993), accusative Objects and accusative adverbials can co-occur. Mohanan (1994) presents a similar phenomenon in Hindi. Case-OCP in Hindi is sensitive to whether the adjacent units are both ‘participants’ of the predicate (i.e. the syntactically required arguments of the predicate in argument structure); the constraint does not hold if one of the elements is a non-participant (i.e. an adjunct).  
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 Maling argues that nominative and accusative cases form a syntactic case-tier, where only one NP can get assigned nominative case, and any remaining NPs get accusative case – so case spreading (of the accusative) is possible in Finnish. For Case-OCP to rule out  \* MERGEFORMAT (62), it must be that the Object and the external argument of the verb are adjacent. Here, we are assuming that firstly, the Object ‘ten videos’ is a quantifier phrase (Vainikka 1993), where the head of the phrase takes accusative case; and secondly, the phrase ‘my eyes’ is not an adverbial. 

A second possibility is that the ill-formedness of  \* MERGEFORMAT (62) is not of a syntactic (case) origin, but semantic: it violates the Unique Path constraint, as suggested by Kim and Maling (1997). The partitive case marking on the Object NP signals an aspectually irresultative, unbounded reading (see e.g., Hakulinen and Karlsson 1979, Heinämäki 1984, Kiparsky 1998), and in  \* MERGEFORMAT (61), only one result obtains – the result that eyes become red. In  \* MERGEFORMAT (62), ‘the accusative on the thematic object would denote that the result state has already been reached’ (Kim and Maling 1997:197), and adding another result phrase violates the Unique Path constraint. Whether the contrast in  \* MERGEFORMAT (61) and  \* MERGEFORMAT (62) is best explained by a syntactic (Case-OCP) or a semantic (Unique Path constraint) account is left for future research, although the semantic explanation ties in neatly with the rest of the phenomena in the present discussion. 


4.3 Resultative plus ‘path’ predicates

Now, examples like  \* MERGEFORMAT (63) below are apparent counterexamples to the Unique Path constraint:  

	Metsästäjä		ampu-i 	karhu-n	metsä-än	kuoliaa-ksi.

      hunter.n		shoot-past.3s	bear-a		forest-ill	dead-tra
      ‘A/The hunter shot a/the bear dead, and the bear remained in the forest after 
      the shooting (lit. A/The hunter shot the bear dead into the forest.)’

Why is  \* MERGEFORMAT (63) acceptable? The co-occurrence of translative resultative predicates with directional phrases threatens the constraint on the finiteness of predicate argument structures, and this raises the question whether the Unique Path constraint can be maintained. 

	The solution I propose is that directional locatives in Finnish do not denote ‘paths’. The resultative reading in  \* MERGEFORMAT (63) comes from the verb ampua ‘shoot’ taking a resultative predicate kuoliaaksi ‘dead’ (see  \* MERGEFORMAT (64)). 
 
	Metsästäjä		ampu-i 	karhu-n	kuoliaa-ksi. 

hunter.n		shoot-past.3s	bear-a		dead-tra
‘A/The hunter shot a/the bear dead.’ 

When the verb ampua occurs with the directional locative predicate metsään ‘into the forest’, two readings are available: 

	Metsästäjä		ampu-i 	karhu-n	metsä-än 

      hunter.n		shoot-past.3s	bear-a		forest-ill
      (i) ‘A/the hunter shot a/the bear in (lit. ‘into’)  a/the forest.’ 
      (ii) ‘A/the hunter shot a/the bear into a/the forest (i.e. the bear was
      ejected/propelled into the forest).’

On reading (i), the shooting of the bear ‘into the forest’ means that the bear was hit by a bullet, and it remained in the forest after the shooting. It does not imply that the bear was propelled into the forest by the shooting, or that the bear ran into the forest when it was being shot. The propulsion reading in (ii) is possible, because ampua ‘shoot’ can also encode a path meaning (akin to ‘ejecting a missile from a weapon’). Reading (i) is the relevant one for our discussion here. Notice that a path reading is not what the directional locative in  \* MERGEFORMAT (63) depicts. The directional locative metsään ‘into the forest’ in  \* MERGEFORMAT (63) does not give a caused motion reading: there is no propulsion interpretation available. In fact, a propulsion cum resultative reading would be bizarre, once again showing the Unique Path constraint to be at work. 

The idea that directional locatives in Finnish do not necessarily denote a change of location reading in contexts like  \* MERGEFORMAT (63) makes them different from their English counterparts. In English, directional locatives are usually associated with a change of location meaning (see Jackendoff 1990, 1996, Verkuyl and Zwarts 1992, Nam 1995, among others). This can be interpreted as a requirement that the event denoted by the verb must show a change of location as a result state. When directional locatives co-occur with resultative constructions, there are two result states – and this explains the unacceptability of the sentences in  \* MERGEFORMAT (56) above, repeated here as (66), and the English equivalent of  \* MERGEFORMAT (63), as shown in  \* MERGEFORMAT (67).

	a. *Sam tickled Chris silly off her chair. (Goldberg 1991)

	      b. *The hunter shot the bear dead into the forest.

	*The hunter shot the bear into the forest dead. 

(To mean: The hunter caused the bear to end up in the forest by shooting, and the shooting caused the bear to become dead.)

On the other hand, as reading (i) in  \* MERGEFORMAT (65) shows, Finnish directional locatives do not require that the event denoted by the verb show a change of location as a result state; they merely require a diphasic event structure (Fong 1997, 2000). Accomplishment and Achievement verbs are inherently diphasic, and the occurrence of directional locatives with such verbs is predicted to be acceptable. As  \* MERGEFORMAT (68) and  \* MERGEFORMAT (69) show, the directional locative predicates further specify the achieved state (denoted by the verb), without introducing an additional path meaning.

	Karhu	kuol-i		metsä-än.

      bear.n	die-past.3s	forest-ill 
      ‘A/the bear died in (lit. ‘into’) a/the forest.’ 

	Juna	saapu-i		asema-lle.

      train.n	arrive-past.3s	station-all
      ‘A/the train arrived at (lit. ‘onto’) a/the station.’

Similar examples are found in English, where resultative phrases occurring with verbs like melt and freeze are considered to provide further specification of the achieved state (see Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995, Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1995). 

	a. The ice melted into a puddle.

b. The swallow froze to death.

Directional locative predicates also occur in Accomplishments: 

	Kissa	rikko-i		maljako-n	hylly-ltä

cat.n	break-past.3s	vase-a		shelf-abl 
‘A/the cat broke a/the vase off a/the shelf.’

Here, the ablative predicate denotes the location of the vase prior to the breaking event.  This reading holds in a context where the broken pieces remain on the shelf after the breaking event: 

	Hylly-ltä	oli		rikot-tu			maljakko. 

shelf-abl	be.past.3s	break-past.pp.pass	vase

Palase-t	oli-vat		hylly-llä	hajallaan. 
piece-pl	be-past.3pl	shelf-ade	scattered
‘Off a/the shelf had been broken a vase. The pieces were scattered on the shelf.’

(72) thus shows that any change of location interpretation is an implicature that is defeasible.

Resultative constructions are also Accomplishments, and their diphasic event structure need not depict change of location. Directional locatives are thus predicted to occur in such contexts where the resultative predicate provides the result state in the diphasic event (see  \* MERGEFORMAT (63) above). But these cases do not violate the Unique Path constraint, if we make the crucial assumption that Finnish directional locative predicates are not interpreted as having path meanings here.

Thus, Finnish is in fact consistent with Rappaport Hovav and Levin’s (1995) claim that Achievements and Accomplishments will not allow further augmentation with achieved location. The cases in  \* MERGEFORMAT (63),  \* MERGEFORMAT (68), and  \* MERGEFORMAT (69), which on the surface seem to be counterexamples, turn out to support the generalization, given that the directional locative predicates do not require that the event denoted by the verb show a changed location as a result state. However, this result is obtained only if we assume the diphasic event structure for the interpretation of translative and directional locative cases. 

In addition, we now have a unified analysis of the occurrence of translative and directional locative cases with verbs of the same type. Verbs that yield diphasic event structures (either lexically or in combination with their arguments) can take the translative case and directional locative cases like the illative and ablative. The analysis proposed here explains why in precisely such event types, we get the otherwise puzzling effect of a translative predicate not denoting the outcome of change, and a directional locative not involving any change of location meaning. 


5 Conclusion

This paper has examined the semantically driven selection of translative versus essive case in secondary predications. The translative case occurs only in events with diphasic structures, while the essive case imposes no such requirement. This accounts for the distribution of the translative case in apparently disparate contexts: contexts that express change of state, as well as contexts that express states with no overt change, but which however have implications of change. This paper shows that the internal structure of eventualities plays a crucial role in accounting not only for the choice of translative/essive case, but also in accounting for the co-occurrence of translative and directional locative cases, two classes of semantic cases whose assignment appear to be dependent on the same properties of the governing predicate. 



Notes

